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Abstract. Applying the most recent methodology for explaining economic growth differences across countries (Barro,
1997), education and infrastructure have been considered relevant in explaining productivity growth differences in
Mexican urban manufacturing (De Leon, 1999). In this article, I evaluated whether there is a significant change in the
relevance of these variables under trade liberalization. In particular, I evaluated the hypothesis that trade libera-
lization would promote productivity growth in the northern cities as result of the dynamic effect of trade given that
these cities are close to the new central market for Mexican manufacturing and the lost of relevance in the previous
accumulated growth factors (Livas y Krugman, 1992 and Hanson, 1994). In contrast to that hypothesis, I observe that
urban manufacturing close to the U.S.A. did not show a better performance than the rest of the cities as expected and
that accumulated growth factors, such as education and infrastructure are still relevant in explaining productivity
growth across urban manufacturing in Mexico.
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Liberalización comercial y crecimiento de la
productividad: algunas lecciones del caso mexicano
Resumen. Utilizando la más reciente metodología para explicar las diferencias en el crecimiento económico entre
países (Barro, 1997), educación e infraestructura han sido consideradas como factores relevantes para explicar
diferencias en el crecimiento de la productividad en las manufacturas urbanas mexicanas (De León, 1999). En este
artículo se evalúa si ha habido un cambio en la relevancia de esta variable bajo liberalización comercial. En particular,
se evaluó la hipótesis de que liberalización comercial promovería el crecimiento de la productividad en las
manufacturas de las ciudades del norte mexicano como resultado de los efectos dinámicos del comercio, dado que
estas ciudades están más cercanas al nuevo mercado central para las manufacturas mexicanas y quizás a la pérdida de
relevancia en los factores de crecimiento previamente acumulados (Livas y Krugman, 1992; Hanson, 1994). En con-
traste a esta hipótesis, se observa que las manufacturas en ciudades cercanas a los Estados Unidos no mostraron un
mejor desempeño productivo que el resto de las manufacturas en el resto de las ciudades y que factores de creci-
miento previamente acumulados, como educación e infraestructura, son aún relevantes para explicar el crecimiento de
la productividad entre las manufacturas urbanas mexicanas.
Palabras claves: Crecimiento económico, economía urbana y regional, México, liberalización comercial.
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INTRODUCTION
How does trade liberalization affect pro-
ductivity growth across regions? In this
article, I study the effects of economic in-
tegration with the United States on produc-
tivity growth in Mexican urban manufac-
turing within the framework provided by the
new growth empirics (see, for instance,
Barro, 1997). That international trade causes
an increase in productivity growth in sectors
or firms involved in trade is a basic insight of
trade theory. However, the effect of trade on
the spatial economic performance is not
clear. Economists have begun to pay closer
attention to regional economic growth pat-
terns in order to understand how the
transition to an open economy affects local
economic growth.
The basic theme of recent economic
growth literature is that externalities are rela-
ted to the productivity of firms in a location
in two ways: i) to the facilities for acquiring
knowledge or skills due to the extensión of
the market, and ii) to the previous local
accumulation of resources related to produc-
tivity growth. According to the type of
growth factors involved in these externalities
I cali the first type of effect, "trade-induced-
growth-factors", and the second ones "localized
endogenous growth factors".
The "trade-induced-growth-factors" (TIGF)
are the most familiar kind of factors that
underlie the explanation of the positive effect
of trade on productivity growth. According,
Adam Smith, for instance:
By means of [foreign trade], the narrow-
ness of the home market does not hinder
the división of labor in any particular
branch of art or manufacture from being
carried to the highest perfection. By
opening a more extensive market for
whatever part of the produce of their
labor may exceed the home consumption,
it encourages them to improve its pro-
ductive powers. (Smith, 1776, vol. 1:413,
quoted from Skott and Ros, 1997).
For more recent explanations on economic
growth and trade liberalization, See Romer
(1986 and 1990), Grossman and Helpman
(1991), and Young (1991). In most of these
explanations, growth is related to market
extensión.
"Localized endogenous growth
factors" (LEGF) are related to factors that
"complement" physical capital, such as hu-
man capital public as well as infrastructure
that-genérate a technological externality that
affects productivity growth positively.
Most empirical studies have evaluated the
relationship between trade liberalization and
productivity growth based on the first set of
externalities, the "trade-induced-growth- fac-
tors" (TIGF), see Edwards (1995), but in any
case, there has been no conclusive research
that includes both growth factors. I argüe in
this article that the explanation of the trade
effect on productivity growth is not con-
clusive because of the absence of the LEGF in
the previous works. Some studies, such as
Hanson (1994), have looked into this rela-
tionship but for different reasons, as shown
later in this article, they have not been
satisfactory.
Recent changes in Mexico's trade policy
make the country an ideal case study. In
1985, after four decades of import-
substitution industrialization, México began
to open its economy to trade. The govern-
ment enacted reform swiftly, eliminating
most trade barriers in the following three
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years. Mexico's location in North America
makes trade liberalization equivalent to
economic integration with the United States.
For Mexican firms, proximity to foreign
markets means proximity to the U.S. market.
Yet, Mexico's closed-economy main indus-
trial centers are located far from the United
States. Since the 1950's, manufacturing
capacity has been concentrated in the coun-
try's interior around the largest cities such as
Mexico City, Guadalajara and Monterrey.
While foreign-market access lures firms to
the Mexico-U.S. border, the existing pattern
of growth productivity due to "localized
growth factors" works against this shift.
In this article, I estímate the change in
productivity growth across urban manu-
facturing before and after trade reform as a
function of trade related and localized
growth factors, as well as other control
variables. I define "trade-induced-growth-
factors" as the effect of the location of a
particular urban manufacturing on the
northern Mexican border. I have included
educational attainment and infrastructure
within the "localized growth factors ". If trade-
related-growth-factors matter, I shall observe
that productivity growth will be higher in
cities close to the United States. If localized
factors matter, I shall observe that produc-
tivity growth will be higher in those with
higher education attainment and more public
infrastructure.
Section 2 in this article reviews the empi-
rical and theoretical context of growth theo-
ry, trade theory and economic geography.
Section 3 then describes the empirical model
that will be used to explain the impact of
trade liberalization on productivity growth
in urban manufacturing. In Section 4, the
results of the empirical analysis are reported.
Section 5 shows a sensitivity analysis that
complements the previous results, while
Section 6 present the main findings of the
article.
EMPIRICAL AND THEORETICAL
FRAMEWORK
In de León (1999), I reviewed how the litera-
ture on economic growth has been de-
veloped in explaining differences in pro-
ductivity growth among cities or regions. In
this article, trade liberalization is introduced
and some implications for the Mexican case
will be explored. More specifically, I explore
how differences in urban economic growth
can be affected, taking into consideration
transportation costs and variables related to
recent growth models. In the Mexican case, I
argue that since economic growth is based on
specific urban characteristics that are created
over time in cities, history matters when an
economy is opened.
Specifically, what are the regional pro-
ductivity implications when a previously
closed economy is opened by trade tariff
reductions? If trade liberalization implies, in
regional terms, a relocation or moving of the
central market for "national" firms, from the
"interior" to the "foreign" market, how does
this relocation changes the pre-trade differ-
ences in productivity growth?
This idea can be easily illustrated in
the Mexican urban manufacturing case.
Under import substitution industrialization
(ISI), as the infernal market was to be pro-
moted, the central market was where the
people were. As has been the case with
others countries under ISI, these locations
were the largest central cities. Under trade
liberalization, because the interna! market is
no longer protected, and because of export
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no longer protected, and because of export
promotion strategies (EPS), the central
market is now located closer to the "foreign"
market, in Mexico's case, in its northern
cities. What have been the implications of
this change on the differences in the rate
of productivity growth? According to Livas
and Krugman (1992) and Hanson (1994), if
the externalities due to market extensión are
important, then we should see higher pro-
ductivity growth rates in the región spatially
cióse to the new central market, i.e. the
northern cities, not around the largest cities
as happened before trade liberalization. In
particular, Hanson (1994) finds that, con-
sistent with market extensión considerations,
employment growth, as related to produc-
tivity growth, is higher in regions that are
relatively closer to the United States. He adds
that the results describe the decomposition of
the Mexico City manufacturing belt and the
creation of a smaller, broadly specialized
center in Mexico's north.
In order to evaluate the former argu-
ment, in de Leon (1999), I presented data at
the state level that confirms Livas's and
Krugman's (1992) and Hanson's (1994) fin-
dings based on employment and output
growth but not productivity levels and
growth rates. Table 1 confirms these results
at urban manufacturing level; the manu-
facturing employment share in relation to the
national total, for the three largest cities in
Mexico (Mexico City, Guadalajara, and
Monterrey) decreased from 57.97 to 33.90
between 1975 and 1998. At the same time,
Northern cities, those located in states close
to the border (1) excluding Monterrey, also
show an increasing share of total employ-
ment, from 9.68 to 22.73 percent. The same
behavior can be observed for manufacturing
output by selected cities (Table 2). We now
turn to analysis of the performance of both
kinds of cities in terms of productivity levels
and rate of growth.
If we observe the behavior of labor
productivity for the same cities during the
same period, our perception about the per-
formance of each set of cities changes. Table
3 presents the level of output per worker,
labor productivity, for selected cities from
1975 to 1998. The largest cities in México
have kept, with some variations, their pro-
ductivity steady in relation to the national
level. At the same time, Northern cities have
seen their labor productivity level decrease
in relation to the national average. The data
is reported in comparative terms in order to
"isolate" variations observed at the national
level. In any case, our interest is in observing
comparative performance across cities.
Table 4 presents labor productivity
growth data for two periods, 1975-1985 and
1985-1998, following the suggestion of
Hanson (1994) about considering 1985 as the
year when trade liberalization took place. For
the first period, Largest cities grew more
slowly than the national growth rate as
Northern cities as much as the national
growth rate. But for the second period, 1985-
1998, that is, under trade liberalization, labor
productivity in the largest cities grew faster
than in the northern cities and even faster
than the national average. As a result, for
1975-1998 period labor productivity for the
largest cities shows about a 7 percent in-
crease in relation to the growth rate for
national manufacturing, but northern cities
show a lower rate of productivity growth
than the national average.
At this point, it is clear that even though
Krugman's, Livas's and Hanson's conclusión
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Table 1. Manufacturing employment share (in relation to national total)
by selected cities Mexico 1975-1998
Largest cities
Northern
1975
57.97
9.68
1980
47.73
9.03
1985
46.98
13.52
1988
43.99
17.85
1993
38.73
19.26
1998
33.90
22.73
Sources: Mexican Industrial Census, various years.
Table 2. Manufacturing output share (in relation to national total) by selected cities México 1975-1998
Largest cities
Northern
1975
67.14
8.57
1980
54.63
6.13
1985
53.09
12.10
1988
49.62
11.33
1993
49.19
12.45
1998
40.62
18.16
Sources: Mexican Industrial Census, various years.
Table 3. Manufacturing output per worker (in relation to national total)
by selected cities México 1975-1998
Largest cities
Northern
Total
In thousand
of 1980 pesos
1975
1.16
0.89
1.00
300
1980
1.14
0.68
1.00
271
1985
1.13
0.90
1.00
268
1988
1.13
0.63
1.00
320
1993
1.27
0.65
1.00
281
1998
1.20
0.80
1.00
255
Sources: Mexican Industrial Census, various years.
Table 4. Labor productivity (output per worker) growth by selected cities Mexico 1975-1998
differences between regional rates and national rate annual average growth rate
Largest cities
Northern
1975-1985
-0.2434
0.1076
1985-1988
0.4503
-0.8674
1975-1998
0.1469
-0.4430
Source: Table 3.
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apply to productivity. How, then, can a
better story be told?
Krugman's introduction of dynamic
externalities has certainly extended the
analysis of the impact of trade on regional
growth. However, his analysis is limited.
Since he observes externalities as related
exclusively to market size and not to the
specific conditions that promote productivity
growth or regional competitiveness.
Later in this section, I will introduce the
sources that promoted productivity as a
whole for regional and urban areas accord-
ing to new growth theories. Introducing
these sources will be seen to have relevant
implications for the impact of trade on
regional growth differences.
As shown in de León (1999), new
economic growth models have analyzed
the kinds of urban characteristics that are the
relevant sources of endogenous growth. In
this research, I have considered: education,
as the engine of growth, and infrastructure.
Because economic growth is promoted by
urban characteristics related to growth
factors that are created over time in cities,
history may matter when an economy is
opened. In particular, if this is the case, trade
liberalization should make proximity to the
foreign market importan:, as suggested by
Krugman and others, but it does not ne-
cessarily weaken other externalities genera-
ted in some regions or cities. In other words,
mere agglomeration of economic activity is
not the only source of externalities. Specific
characteristics related to variables related to
new growth models in the location must also
be considered. Moreover, if urban charac-
teristics related to variables tied to recent
growth models are relevant, the outcome, in
terms of regional growth patterns under
trade liberalization, cannot be determined
solely by considering such variables as trans-
portation costs. If this is the case, adjustment
away from the closed-economy growth
pattern is likely more protracted. Trade
causes proximity to the new central market
(the U.S. market, in the Mexican case), more
important, but it does not directly weaken
the externalities generated by factors related
to endogenous growth. Moreover, the sec-
toral reallocation of economic activity that
trade brings may cause some closed-
economy centers to grow in the short or
médium term. As specialization redirects
activities from some industries to others, the
relevance of these urban characteristics
makes specific industrial centers, all else
being equal, the ones more likely to benefit.
EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS
The recent work on growth empirics
suggests a simple empirical approach for
studying how regional productivity growth
adjusts to trade liberalization. To the extent
that market extension affects urban
performance, we expect trade liberalization
to cause a productivity growth in cities that
are located close to the U.S. To the extent
that "localized factors" matter, we expect
that cities which have accumulated physical
capital as well as human capital and in-
frastructure to grow in comparison to those
which have not accumulated said factors.
My estimation will be based on the next
equation. This equation is extended to in-
clude a dummy variable for time. The "time-
dummy-variable" is 1 for the period 1985-
1993, and 0 otherwise. Because Mexico
initiated trade liberalization in 1985, it will
proper to define two set of observations
about differences in productivity growth by
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cities: from 1975 to 1985, the period
preceding trade liberalization, and from 1985
to 1998, the period following the initiation of
trade reform. See Hanson (1994) for a de-
tailed explanation on when the Mexican
economy was opened. The new model to be
estimated will have the following general
form:
where is the growth rate of added value
per worker, and are matrices of
explanatory variables, is the common
constant, is the time-dummy-variable and
are residuals.
Regarding the explanatory variables,
matrix contains those variables other than
my specific growth factors that potentially
explain differences in productivity or long-
term growth, such as output per worker at
the beginning of the period. Matrix in-
cludes the two types of factors related to
endogenous growth models: infrastructure
and human capital. Matrix also includes a
dummy variables for those urban manufac-
turing located in the northern states. See
Appendix for definitions of variables and
their means and standard deviations. There
are 60 potential observations per time period
that corresponds to 60 major manufacturing
centers in Mexico. The manufacturing center
in Mexico were defined according the defi-
nition of metropolitan areas proposed by
Garza and Rivera (1994).
TRADE LIBERALIZATION AND
GROWTH
This section presents the results of the model
developed in the prior section pooling the
data for the two periods, 1975-85 and 1985-
1998. The analysis will be developed using a
generalized least squares estimation model
in order to considering a panel model with
random effects. The Table 5 shows the
specific variables that are included for each
regression; for example, in equation 1, I
include the output per worker at initial
period (Ln y), my control variable, and the
North cities dummy as part of my explana-
tory variables; for equation 2, I include on
the left side of regression equation the In y
initial and elementary education, and so on.
In relation to the expected sign in the other
estimates, I observe in equation 5 that
all "endogenous growth factors" show an
expected positive sign. The North regional
dummy shows a negative sign in equations
1 and 5, that supports my hypothesis about
the poor performance of manufacturing in
the Northern cities in terms of productivity
growth. Note that this estimate is statistically
significant.
To formally test my hypothesis on the
effects of trade liberalization, I use the former
regression model, including an "interactive"
dummy variable for the year 1985, for each
one of the explanatory variables. If trade
liberalization has indeed caused a structu-
ral break, the regression coefficients in the
period after 1985 will differ from those
before 1985. The results are presented in
Table 6. Comparing periods 1975-1985 and
1985-1998, I observe an increasing conver-
gence rate after 1985, and increasing negative
effect on northern cities location. All the
other explanatory variables show an expec-
ted positive sign after 1985.
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
To check the robustness of these findings, I
estimate the regression equation shown in
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Table 6, imposing some restrictions on the
sample. One possibility is that the results are
driven by the "dis-industrialization" of the
largest cities, and that in outlying cities
the role of specialization and location close to
the U.S.A. as negative growth effects which
are evident in Table 5 and 6 do not exist. To
test this, the urban manufacturing variables
of largest cities (Mexico city, Monterrey, and
Guadalajara) are dropped from the sample,
which reduces the number of observations
from 120 to 114 in the pooled sample. Table 7
shows the results. Coefficient magnitudes
and patterns of significance are virtually
identical to those in the corresponding Table
6.
A second possibility is that the results are
caused by regional variations in adjustment
to Mexico's stabilization policies in the late
1980's. Mexico experienced a severe reces-
sion over the 1986-1987 period. Due to the
presence of the maquiladora industry, cities
along the Mexico-U.S. border were oriented
toward export production before trade li-
beralization. Producers in interior cities may
have suffered a large fall in demand for their
goods in comparison with border producers
during 1985-1993 due to the fact they were
primarily oriented toward production for the
domestic market. What may be poor per-
formance of northern cities in terms of
output per worker may only have been the
uneven effect of different employment
growth. Employment grows faster in nor-
thern cities than in the rest of the country. To
verify if the presence of maquiladoras changed
the results, the urban manufacturing located
in the Northern border region is dropped
from the sample. Table 8 shows that the
results are very similar to those in Table 6.
So far, I have pooled all urban manu-
facturing together encompassing all manu-
facturing branches, which poses the assump-
tion that endogenous growth factors matter
equally for all manufacturing branches. This
approach is somewhat restrictive. However
since some manufacturing branches produce
goods that are widely traded across regions
or that are intensive in the use of relatively
immobile inputs, I plan to take this res-
triction into consideration in future research.
CONCLUSIONS
This article has empirically examined the
growth effects of trade liberalization. It fo-
cuses on the role of human capital and
infrastructure that encourage growth of pre-
existing manufacturing centers and the
locations with good access to foreign mar-
kets, which encourages the growth of cities
along the Mexican border. I have compared
productivity growth in Mexican urban
manufacturing before and after trade libera-
lization. Consistent with the argument that
productivity growth in the new areas
(Northern cities) is restricted by the una-
vailability of non-physical capital in those
areas, I have found that manufacturing in the
northern cities shows poor performance in
productivity growth.
The empirical results describe the general
features of the post-trade reform pattern of
productivity growth in Mexican urban ma-
nufacturing. Under trade liberalization, there
was not a northward shift in productivity
growth. Mexico's closed-economy manufac-
turing centers around the largest cities have
not diminished in importance in terms of
productivity growth as firms relocate their
activities to cities in northern Mexico where
they have better access to foreign markets.
The implementation of the North American
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Table 5. Regressions results on pooled sample
Dependent variable: (1/T) ln(yu/yi,o); y is output per worker
Equation #
Ln y initial
North cities "dummy"
Elementary Ed.
Middle School Ed.
Infrastructure
R
2
1
-0.052
-0.024
0.32
2
-0.043**
0.332**
0.39
3
-0.044**
0.38
4
0.554**
0.223**
0.058*
0.37
5
-0.054**
-0.037**
0.0374**
0.011**
0.021*
0.40
Dependent variable: (1/T) ln(y¡,t/y¡,o); y is output per worker,
Number of observations 120.
*significance level at 5%
**significance level at 1%
Table 6. Regressions results on pooled sample including and interacting 1985-dummy-variable
Dependent variable: (1/T) ln(yi,t/yi,o); y is output per worker
Ln y initial
North cities "dummy"
Elementary Ed.
Middle School Ed.
Infrastructure
Ln y initial* year 1985
North cities "dummy"* year 1985
Elementary Ed.* year 1985
Middle School Ed.* year 1985
Infrastructure* year 1985
-0.0159a
-0.0198
0.5055*
0.4237a*
0.0419
-0.0415**
-0-403*
0.01099
0.4712*
0.1373
Number observations: 120
R
2:0.51
*significance level at 5%
**significance level at 1%
a* significance level at 10%
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Table 7. Regressions resulte on pooled sample including an interacting 1985-dummy-variable
and excluding largest cities
Dependent variable: (1/T) ln(yi,t/yi,o); y is output per worker
Ln y Initial
North cities "dummy"
Elementary Ed.
Middle School Ed.
Infrastructure
Ln y initial* year 1985
North cities "dummy"* year 1985
Elementary Ed.* year 1985
Middle School Ed.* year 1985
Infrastructure* year 1985
- 0 -245*
- 0.0132
0.4553*
0.4120a
0.0428
- 0.0425**
- 0.0367a
0.1166
0.4423*
0.1265
Ln y initial
Elementary Ed.
Middle School Ed.
Infrastructure
Ln y initial* year 1985
Elementary Ed.* year 1985
Middle School Ed.* year 1985
Infrastructure* year 1985
-0-136*
0.4945*
0.3504
0.0419**
-0.0125
0.1238*
0.3529
0.117
Numberof observations: 86
R2 0.49
*signifícance level at 5%
**signifícance level at 1%
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Number of observations: 114
R
2 0.53
*significance level at 5%
**significance level at 1%
a *significance level at 10%
\
Table 8. Regressions results on pooled sample including an interacting 1985-dummy-variable
and excluding northern cities
Dependent variable: (1/T) ln(y¡,t/yi,o); y is output per worker :Trade liberalization and productivity growth: some lesson from the Mexican case
they have better access to foreign markets.
The implementation of the North American
Free Trade Agreement, which should rein-
force the motivation for firms to locate near
the United States, has not been promoting a
higher rate of productivity growth.
Finally, it is relevant to note that one of
the limitations of my research is the problem
about price deflactor. I have used the GNP
deflactor. However, while I am taking into
consideration foreign trade relations, trade
volume is affected by exchange rates and
import taxes, as well as, transfer prices
among multinational firms. In further re-
search, analysis at the firm level could help
to work out this restriction.
NOTES:
1 Furthermore, these states are included in a
special tariff structure the allows in-bound
production free of tariffs from and to the United
States. This structure created the maquiladora
operation.
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APPENDIX
Definition of the explanatory variables.
Primary education: Share of total population older tna 25 years of age with at leat one year of
primary education.
Secondary education: Share ogf total population older than 25"years of age with at least one year
of secondary education.
Infrastructure: This variable was identified as the capacity of kilowatts generated in each
Metropolitan Area.
Variable means and standard errors
Variables
Real output per
worker at initial year
Real output per
worker -growth rate-
Elementary School
attainement
Secondary School
attainement
Electrical Capacity
(infrastructure)
1975-1985
Mean
622.4610
-0.0255
0.7202
0.2043
135.9690
STD.
Err.
1033.6660
0.0554
0.0578
0.0514
278.9794
1985-1993
Mean
569.1501
0.0293
0.8455
0.3842
124.6837
STD.
Err.
1100.2497
0.0810
0.0341
0.0695
221.1134
1975-1993
Mean STD.
Err.
N/A
-0.0012 0.0296
N/A
N/A
N/A
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